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Annual Report

1. Names of current officers:

Stephen J Olivas -- President
Ryan Aguinaldo – Vice-President
Alan Hord -- Outreach Director
Michael Chang -- Officer
Sean Chen -- Secretary
Viral Bhalodia -- Engineering Student Council Representative
Pavel Shekhtmeyster -- Auxiliary

2. List of all members

Ms. Katherine Baker
ekabaker@ucsd.edu
Miss Olesya Bondarenko
bondaren@ece.ucsd.edu
Mr. Eric Flynn
ericbflynn@gmail.com
Miss Lila Habib
lkhabib@gmail.com
Mr. Houdong Hu
hhu@physics.ucsd.edu
Mr. Yi Jing
yijing@ucsd.edu
Mr. Alireza Kargar
arekargar@gmail.com
Mr. Omar Khatib
okhatib@physics.ucsd.edu
Mr. Bhupendra Kumar
bkumar@ucsd.edu
Mr. Dylan Lu
d9lu@ucsd.edu
Mr. Christian Nielsen
cenielse@ucsd.edu
Mr. Stephen Olivas
sjolivas@ucsd.edu
Mr. Joseph Ponsetto
Miss Breann Sitarski
bsitarsk@physics.ucsd.edu
Mr. Ke Sun
k3sun@ucsd.edu
Mr. Aref Tehranian
aref@ucsd.edu
Ms. Feifei Wei
fwei@physics.ucsd.edu
Mr. Joshua Windmiller
jrechaim@ucsd.edu
Mr. Adam Ware
asware@ucsd.edu
Mr. Sean Chen
sechen@ucsd.edu
Mr. Ryan Aguinaldo
raguinal@ucsd.edu
Mr. Viral Bhalodia
vbhalodi@ucsd.edu
Mr. James Cheng
jcheng@logroup.ucsd.edu
Constantine Firme
cfirme@ucsd.edu
Mr. Justin Haag
jmhaag@ucsd.edu
Mr. Robert Phillips
rrphilli@ucsd.edu
Mr. Igor Stamenov
stamenovigor@gmail.com
Mr. Alexander Sullivan
avsulliv@ucsd.edu
Mr. Jin Tan
jxtan@ucsd.edu
Mr. Yiran Shen
yiran.shen.pku@gmail.com
Ms. Joanna Ptasinski
jptasins@ucsd.edu
Ms. Wen Qiao  
optoqw@gmail.com

Mr. Daniel Blessing  
dblessin@ucsd.edu

Mr. Nathan Farrington  
osa@nathanfarrington.com

Mr. Sung-Ho Han  
Physics.han@gmail.com

Mr. Dylan Lu  
D9lu@ucsd.edu

Mr. Jesse Vargas

3. We held a large guest speaker event entitled “Optical Technology Start-ups: Perspectives and Pearls from the Bench” given by T. Scott Rowe. The event was attended by more than 150+ students, academics and professionals throughout the community. These events were not part of a funding request. Although we did use chapter funds to promote and cater the event.

4. We plan to have a similar very large event every fall. We are also planning outreach events this Spring quarter. We plan to hold an event on May 16th entitled “Light at the end of the tunnel: Careers in Optics and Photonics” given by Lisa Tsufura (CVI Melles Griot) and Donn Silberman (UC Irvine).

5. Beginning Balance: $1030.00  
Funds Raised: $0.00  
Funds Expended:  
Advertisement in UCSD magazine to promote meetings and events to 7,000 current and incoming students $440.00  
Flyers to promote meetings and events $200  
Catering of events: $130.00  
Ending Balance: 260.00